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 In this story, Pi must find his own identity while learning to accept the identities of others. In short, Pi is a boy who has to find his place in the world. Plot After the shipwreck of the Nautilus, Pi is discovered by and taken care of by a zookeeper named Mr. Kipling, who runs a zoo in North India. Kipling tries to get Pi to believe he is a tiger by hiding him in a cage with one, but Pi sees through the act.
While at the zoo, Pi is moved to a room in a warehouse to be the animal's "closet companion", as Kipling calls him. In this place, Pi sees the zoo begin to close down; some animals have been given to the zoo's competitor, Mr. Black, and his larger, more modern zoo. Mr. Kipling is also attempting to escape his debt to Mr. Black by selling some of the animals to him. Pi escapes from the warehouse and

takes refuge with a young hyena named Buffalo. Pi and Buffalo spend some time traveling around the zoo, but are eventually captured by Mr. Black's security force, who bring them back to the warehouse, where Pi learns that his real name is Sankhu and that Kipling is really Mr. Black's son. They escape again and are joined by a female orangutan named Tai. Sankhu, Tai, and Buffalo flee the
warehouse and encounter an older female Bengal tiger named Tigress. Sankhu is taken into Tigress's den, but Pi convinces Tigress to let him stay with her. Tigress and Pi soon become friends. They have adventures in the jungle and discover a pond. After their adventures, they return to the warehouse. Pi and Tigress then discover the warehouse is on fire, and they attempt to escape from the

warehouse. They are stopped by Mr. Black, who forces them to say they were escaping with the animals in the crates. The crates are crushed, and all but one of the animals is killed. Sankhu is taken away by Kipling and is sold to Black, and Tai leaves the zoo to be a member of the circus. Sankhu later learns that Black intends to put him on display in a zoo in China. One night, he is taken by Kipling,
who leads him to a barn. As they walk there, Sankhu is attacked by a Bengal tiger. He barely escapes. In the morning, Kipling leaves Sank 82157476af
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